AMERICAN ACADEMY OF RELIGION

ANNUAL MEETING

October 23-26, 1969

THE BOSTON MARRIOTT MOTOR HOTEL
THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF RELIGION

The American Academy of Religion was established in December 1963 as successor to the National Association of Biblical Instructors founded in 1909. The change of name responded to the new developments in the study and teaching of religion in this century. It accurately reflects the diverse training and interests of the members of the Academy.

The purpose of the Academy is to stimulate scholarships and foster research in the complex of disciplines that together constitute religion as an area of learning. Full recognition is given not only to the traditional disciplines but also to those aspects of the social sciences and humanities which have come to play a role in the study of religion. It is the aim of the Academy to provide an opportunity for the development of special interests and cross-disciplinary conversations.

These aims are implemented primarily through the reading of papers at the annual meeting, sessions of the geographical regions, the Bulletin, and the Journal of the Academy. Fruits of scholarship and reports of work in progress in all the disciplines germane to the study of religion thus are brought to a wider audience.

The Academy is at the same time a professional society, for most of its members are engaged in scholarship and research as well as in teaching. Consequently the Academy attempts to keep its membership informed of developing programs, newly available materials, new opportunities for study grants and research funds. As a professional society it also serves as a clearing house for both members seeking new positions and institutions seeking new faculty.

Many members also hold membership in other societies representing specific disciplines. It is the aim of the Academy to function as a meeting place where the study of religion in its broadest dimensions may be fostered. The establishment of permanent Sections of the Academy, devoted to specific fields, disciplines, or subjects within the study of religion, is intended to strengthen the Academy's role as such a meeting place. Chairmen of the Sections and presidents of Regions provide leadership for groups naturally taking shape within the Academy along disciplinary or geographic lines.
All meetings, with the exception of the Saturday evening joint plenary session with the Society for the Scientific Study of Religion, will be held in the new Boston Marriott Motor Hotel, located at the junction of the Massachusetts Turnpike and Route 128 in Newton, Massachusetts.

TRANSPORTATION. The hotel is approximately 25 minutes from Logan International Airport in Boston and 10 minutes by automobile along the Massachusetts Turnpike from Central Boston. Details on the limousine service from the airport and on public transportation will be sent directly from the hotel in reply to requests for reservations. Public transportation is available to downtown Boston as well as to the meetings of the Society for the Scientific Study of Religion, which will be held concurrently in the Somerset Hotel.

REGISTRATION. Members are requested to use the pre-registration card included in this program. These are to be mailed to the American Academy of Religion, Wilson College, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 17201. The registration fee will be $3.00 for members of the Academy, $5.00 for non-members ($1.00 and $2.00 respectively for student members and non-members). Registrants will also be entitled to attend sessions of the SSSR. The registration desk will be located in the East Corridor, to the left of the automobile entrance to the main ballroom area. The registration desk will also serve as a message center and the appointment center for the AAR Placement Service.

LUNCHEON. There will be special luncheons on both Friday, October 24 and Saturday, October 25 in the Grand Ballroom. Friday will be the Presidential Luncheon, at which President Neusner will speak. The Saturday luncheon has been arranged in order to ease the pressure on the dining facilities in view of the tightness of the program. Reservations for the Presidential Luncheon should be made at the time of your advance registration.

Xeroxed copies of the papers for the Philosophy of Religion and Theology section will be available at the registration desk for an extra charge of $1.00. Precis of the papers in the Biblical Studies section will also be available.

ART, LITERATURE, AND RELIGION
Gabriel Vahanian, Syracuse University

ASIAN RELIGIONS AND HISTORY OF RELIGIONS
Bardwell L. Smith, Harvard University

BIBLICAL LITERATURE
Walter Harrelson, Vanderbilt University

ETHICS
John B. Orr, University of Southern California, Los Angeles

HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY
Edwin S. Gaustad, University of California, Riverside

HISTORY OF JUDAISM
Henry H. Fischel, Indiana University

PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION AND THEOLOGY
Gordon D. Kaufman, Harvard University
Van A. Harvey, vice chairman, University of Pennsylvania

RELIGION AND THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
Samuel Z. Klausner, University of Pennsylvania

ROMAN CATHOLIC STUDIES
Michael Novak, State University of New York, Old Westbury

THE ACADEMIC STUDY OF RELIGION
David A. Fee, South Dakota State University

COMMITTEE ON ARRANGEMENTS:
Harry M. Buck, Wilson College
Claude Welch, University of Pennsylvania
James D. Purvis, Boston University
Chairman of local arrangements
Howard Hunter, Tufts University
Dwight Stewart, Boston University
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 23

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
Lexington Suite
11:00 A.M.

REGISTRATION AND EXHIBITS
East Corridor
12:00 NOON—10:00 P.M.

SECTION MEETINGS
2:30—5:30 P.M.

ART, LITERATURE, AND RELIGION
Ballroom G

Presiding: Gabriel Vahanian, Syracuse University
John Priest, Florida State University
"Skepticism Soured: Koheleth and Mark Twain"

Isma'il Ragi al Faruqi, Temple University
"On the Nature of the Work of Art in Islam"

Puthenpeedikail M. John, Lafayette College
"On the Teacher as the Hermeneut of Faith: The Calling of ‘Hearing’ and ‘Recollecting’ at the Threshold of Indian Literature"
meeting of the minds

THE CHRISTIAN AND HIS DECISIONS
Harmon L. Smith and Louis W. Hodges. This unique introduction to Christian ethics points to a viable approach to decision making. Readings from Tillich, Niebuhr, Brunner, Robinson, and others. $7.95

THE SACRAMENTS: AN EXPERIMENT
IN ECUMENICAL HONESTY
Ernest J. Fiedler and R. Benjamin Garrison. A Catholic priest and a Protestant minister discuss the sacraments from historical and contemporary perspectives. $3.50

IN SEARCH OF FOUNDATIONS: English Theology
1900-1920
Thomas A. Langford. An investigation of the relationship between the social, political, and economic transformations in Britain from 1900 to 1920 as they influenced vital theological issues. $6.95

THE STRUCTURE OF AWARENESS
Thomas C. Oden. An experiment in theological and humanistic studies sees human perception and experience in seven dimensions. $6.50

GOD IN AN AGE OF ATHEISM
S. Paul Schilling. A fresh look at the meaning of God in light of the atheistic critiques of such men as Feuerbach, Marx, Engels, and Nietzsche and of such schools as Freudian psychology and existentialism. $5.50

THE IMAGE OF MAN IN C. S. LEWIS
William Luther White. The first major critique of Lewis published since his death examines all his writings and offers an extensive bibliography containing much information available nowhere else. $5.95

Coming Nov. 11:

THE OFFICE OF APOSTLE
IN THE EARLY CHURCH
Walter Schmithals: translated by John E. Steely. $6.50

ABINGDON PRESS
SECTION MEETINGS (cont'd)

ASIAN RELIGIONS AND HISTORY OF RELIGIONS

Ballroom B 2:30—5:30 P.M.

Presiding: Bardwell L. Smith, Carleton College

H. Daniel Smith, Syracuse University
"Prapatti—The Sacrament of Surrender—Its Liturgical Dimensions"

Donald K. Swearer, Oberlin College
"An Experiment in Buddhist Meditation"

W. Pachow, University of Iowa
"Buddhism and Its Relation to Chinese Religions"

Douglas A. Fox, Colorado College
"Zen and Ethics: Dogen's Synthesis"

Margaret H. Dornish, Pomona College
"Aspects of D. T. Suzuki's Early Interpretations of Buddhism and Zen"

BIBLICAL LITERATURE

Ballroom F

Presiding: Walter Harrelson, Vanderbilt University

Samuel Laeuchli, Temple University
"The God Languages of Patristic Christianity"

Daniel Wm. O'Connor, St. Lawrence University
"The Bones of St. Peter"

Trude Weiss-Rosmarin, New York University
"Josephus on Masada and Yadin's Excavations"
Freedom and the Moral Life
*The Ethics of William James*
By JOHN K. ROTH. This book focuses on a neglected aspect of one of America's greatest philosophers—whose pragmatism is better known as an instrument for determining truth than as a guide to moral conduct. *Sep.* $5.00

HISTORY AND EXISTENTIAL THEOLOGY
*The Role of History in the Thought of Rudolf Bultmann.* By NORMAN J. YOUNG. Explores the role of Bultmann's existential view of history in his "demythologizing" of the Bible and reinterpretation of Christian belief. *Sep.* $5.95

THE SECULAR SEARCH FOR A NEW CHRIST
By GUSTAVE H. TODRANK. How secular figures such as Gandhi, Schweitzer, Kennedy, or King can play a saving role similar to that of Jesus. *Sep.* Paper $2.65

TOWARD A PHENOMENOLOGY OF EDUCATION
By J. GORDON CHAMBERLIN. Eight factors that determine the character of education in any society. *Sep.* $6.00

JESUS FOR A NO-GOD WORLD
By NEILL Q. HAMILTON. A bold new attempt to formulate a "secular Christianity," drawing upon the ideas of the primitive Jewish Christian church. *Oct.* $6.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE NEW HERMENEUTIC
By PAUL J. ACHTEMEIER. Clarifies the background and major themes of most of the recent trends in Biblical interpretation. *Oct.* $6.50

Published November 10th:
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE THEOLOGY OF ALBRECHT RITSCHL
By DAVID L. MUELLER $8.50

Now at your bookstore— or send payment, plus applicable sales tax, to THE WESTMINSTER PRESS, Rm. 905, Witherspoon Building, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107
ETHICS

Concord Suite

PRESIDING: George Crowell, University of Windsor

T. Vail Palmer, Jr., Rio Grande College

"The Radical Reformation Tradition and Emergent Christian Ethics"

2:30 P.M.

George Williams, Dominican College

"Schleiermacher’s Solution to the Problem of Ethics and its Relationship to Luther’s Dialectic of Righteousness"

3:30 P.M.

Thomas T. Love, San Fernando State College

"Case Study Ethics: Lessons from Law Schools"

4:30 P.M.

HISTORY OF JUDAISM (Late Antiquity)

Ballroom C

2:30—5:30 P.M.

PRESIDING: Henry A. Fischel, Indiana University

Asher Finkel, New York University

"The Passover Story in the Light of Interpretation Criticism"

Sheldon Isenberg, Princeton University

"An Anti-Sadducee Polemic in the Palestinian Targum Tradition: the Origin of Typology"

2:30—5:30 P.M.

Shmuel Leiter, Jewish Theological Seminary

"A Mystical Interpretation of a Psalm in ‘Midrash Psalms’"

Baruch Levine, New York University

"The ‘Sayings of the Fathers’ as a Manual for ‘Students of the Sages’"

Jacoby J. Petuchowski, Hebrew Union College

"The Rabbi and the Tree—An Explanation of Aboth 3:7"

Ben Zion Wacholder, Hebrew Union College

"Hillel’s Seven Hermeneutic Rules"

David Winston, Graduate Theological Union

"The Philosophical Sources of the Wisdom of Solomon"
Books of Religious Interest from

THE JOHNS HOPKINS PRESS

The Old Colony Mennonites
Dilemmas of Ethnic Minority Life
CALVIN WALL REDEKOP Threatened from without by "worldly" ideas and from within by a lack of them, the Old Colony has struggled to maintain its identity. Dr. Redekop's analysis encompasses the history, philosophy, mores, and migrations of "the people of the covenant" and raises issues relevant to similar minority groups and their efforts to survive in what is often a hostile climate.

$10.00

Oneida: Utopian Community to Modern Corporation
MAREN LOCKWOOD CARDEN Few communal societies have been as extreme or as successful as the Oneida Community. Seemingly invulnerable to attack on its sexual practices and religious beliefs, it long belied the fragility of utopia. Professor Carden's history is a complete account of this unique experiment's ideals, dissolution, and re-formation as an industrial entity.

$8.50

Amish Society Revised Edition
JOHN A. HOSTETLER "Of all the recent books about the Amish, John Hostetler's Amish Society is far and away the best . . ."—Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography

$7.95

Covenant: The History of a Biblical Idea
DELBERT R. HILLERS A covenant between God and his people is a central—yet strangely elusive—idea in the Old Testament. Only recently has significant progress been made toward explaining its meaning and history. Through analyses of biblical and secular documents, and through a discussion of new archaeological discoveries in the Near East, Dr. Hillers presents the first unified exposition of this complex idea.

$7.00 cloth, $1.95 paper

Pascal and Theology
JAN MIEL "Pascal's theological thought represents the efforts of a great mind to come to grips with the relation between God and man . . ." By identifying the elements of Pascal's theology and presenting a concise review of the history of the Church doctrine of grace, Professor Miel places Jansenism and Pascal in a new and enlightening perspective.

$8.50

THE JOHNS HOPKINS PRESS

Baltimore, Maryland 21218
SECTION MEETINGS (cont’d)

PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION AND THEOLOGY  Ballroom A  2:30—5:30 P.M.

Presiding: Van A. Harvey, University of Pennsylvania

Thomas D. Parker, McCormick Theological Seminary  
“The Philosophical Task of Theology”

James S. Rila, Huron College  
“Reflections on Theological Method”

Allan Gragg, Furman University  
“Philosophy of Religion versus Theology in the Thought of George Burman Foster”

RELIGION AND THE SOCIAL SCIENCES  Library Suite  2:30—5:30 P.M.

Presiding: William G. Doty, Douglass College, Rutgers University

Theme: An Interdisciplinary Approach to Theological Formulation

Paul Hessert, Garrett Theological Seminary  
“The Effects of Communication on Community Self-Understanding”

John R. Gory, Northwestern University  
“Interdisciplinary Community Study in Relation to Theology”

R. James Ogden, American Baptist Home Mission Societies  
“Sub-Communities and Values: A Study of Traditions in Conflict and Consensus”

Gary R. Vencill, Rust College  
“Theology, Society and History in 19th Century Montrose”
Pittsburgh Festival on the Gospels

APRIL 6-10, 1970

an international gathering of distinguished scholars in a variety of academic fields, addressing the subject . . .

"JESUS AND MAN'S HOPES"

INVITATION TO OBSERVERS

Faculty and graduate students of theological seminaries and university schools of religion, educators in all fields and clergy of all denominations are welcome as Festival observers.

Festival observers may attend all morning plenary sessions where papers will be presented, followed by discussion; lecture and discussion programs especially planned for observers, and all evening cultural events.

Attendance is limited, and reservations will be filled in the order received. Assistance in arranging for rooms and meals is available to registered observers. Reservations may be made by addressing Dr. Donald G. Miller*, President, Pittsburgh Theological Seminary, 616 North Highland Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15206. (Phone 412/362-5610)

Festival Speakers and Discussion Moderators

Günther Bornkamm
Raymond E. Brown
Walter J. Burghardt*
Henry Chadwick
David Daube
D. L. Dungan
William R. Farmer*
Joseph Fitzmyer
Roland M. Frye
Robert Funk
James Gustafson
Walter J. Harrelson*
Bolaji Idowu
D. Ernst Käsemann
Leander E. Keck
James Križek
Xavier Léon – Dufour
J. Louis Martyn
Paul S. Minear*
Charles Moeller
C. F. D. Moule*
D. E. Nineham
N. A. Nissiotis

Albert C. Outler*
Raymond Panikkar
Paul Ramsey*
Paul Ricoeur
James Robinson
Rudolf Schnackenburg
Eduard Schweizer
M. Jack Suggs
Charles H. Talbert
Sallie TeSelle
W. C. Van Unnik
Eric Voegelin

*Members of the Steering Committee for Pittsburgh Festival on the Gospels.

The "Pittsburgh Festival on the Gospels" is an event in observance of the 175th Anniversary of the founding of Pittsburgh Theological Seminary.

Pittsburgh Theological Seminary

616 N. Highland Ave. Pittsburgh, Pa. 15206
SECTION MEETINGS (cont’d)

THE ACADEMIC STUDY OF RELIGION  

Ballroom H

Presiding: David A. Fee, South Dakota State University

Christopher F. Mooney, Woodstock College, New York

“The Role of Theology in the Catholic Liberal Arts College”

Respondent: Robert G. Kleinhans, Saint Xavier College

Lowell D. Streiker, Temple University

“Towards a Phenomenology of pseudo-, crypto- and quasi-Religious Experience”

Staff, McMurry College

“Multi-Media Approach to the Teaching of Religion”

PLENARY SESSION  

Ballroom A–E

Presiding: Michael Novak, S. U. N. Y. at Old Westbury

Address: Bernard Lonergan, Regis College, Ontario

“Faiths and Beliefs”

Respondents: Wilfred Cantwell Smith, Harvard University

Herbert Richardson, University of Toronto
SIGNIFICANT TITLES FROM MACMILLAN

Man's Religions, Fourth Edition
By John B. Noss, Professor Emeritus, Franklin & Marshall College

The Fourth Edition of this continuously outstanding text has a new format, and many exciting new features and revisions. The section on the Old Stone Age has been thoroughly revised; new information has been added to the chapter on Early Hinduism; additions have also been made to sections on religions of Egypt and Greece; the sections on Tibetan Buddhism and Zen Buddhism have been expanded and reinterpreted; and, the entire chapter on Islam has been revised and rewritten.

1969, 640 pages, 7 7/8 x 9 1/4, $8.95

The Great Asian Religions: An Anthology
Compiled by Wing-tsit Chan, Chatham College, Isma'il R. al Faruqi, Temple University, Joseph M. Kitagawa, The University of Chicago, and P. T. Raju, The College of Wooster

This text is the only single collection of contemporary translations of the writings from all the major Asian religions, many of which have been translated by the editors. The source materials are enhanced by comprehensive editorial comments, explanations, introductions, and notes. Each author is well equipped to interpret the Eastern thought of his religion to Western man, since he has been raised within the cultural milieu of that religion, and is fluent in the native language.

1969, 512 pages, paper, $4.95, cloth, $8.95

Anatomy of the New Testament
A Guide to Its Structure and Meaning
By Robert A. Spivey, Florida State University, D. Moody Smith, Jr., Duke University

The attention of the reader is expressly directed to the New Testament itself. Representative texts from the various New Testament books are dealt with extensively in order to display and illumine the character and movement of the different writings. The books follows approximately the order of the New Testament. After an introductory chapter giving the background of the New Testament, the book then falls into three principal parts. The first deals with the Synoptic Gospels and Jesus. The second deals with the developing faith and life of the earliest church as it comes to expression in Acts, and the Epistles. The last part examines the Johannine literature.

1969, 510 pages, $8.95

People of the Lord
The History, Scriptures, and Faith of Ancient Israel
By Harry M. Buck, Wilson College

1966, 653 pages, $7.95

Write to the Faculty Service Desk for examination copies.
THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 866 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022
In Canada, write to Collier-Macmillan Canada, Ltd., 1125B Leslie Street, Don Mills, Ontario
SECTION MEETINGS

ART, LITERATURE, AND RELIGION  
Ballroom G  
9:00—11:45 A.M.

Presiding: Gabriel Vahanian, Syracuse University
Jane Dillenberger, Graduate Theological Union
   "The Iconography of Picasso's Crucifixion"
Respondent: John Dillenberger, Graduate Theological Union
Thomas Driver, Union Theological Seminary
   "Theology and Literature: Reflections on Function and Method"
Charles W. Kegley, Wagner College
   "Literature and Religion: a Study of Three Types of Relation"

ASIAN RELIGIONS AND HISTORY OF RELIGIONS  
Ballroom B  
9:00—11:45 A.M.

Presiding: Joseph M. Kitagawa, University of Chicago
Theme: Methodological Approaches
A. M. Frazier, Hollins College
   "Existence and Religious Meaning"
Hans H. Penner, Dartmouth College
   "Is Phenomenology a Method for the Study of Religion?"
Mac Linscott Ricketts, Duke University
   "The Nature and Extent of Eliade's Jungianism"
Robert D. Baird, University of Iowa
   "Normative Elements in Eliade's Phenomenology of Symbolism"
LEADING TITLES—

The Future of Roman Catholic Theology
by GEORGE A. LINDBECK “This is a brilliant book. The author is completely familiar with the various trends in Catholic theology. His evaluations are well-founded, full of sympathy, and sensitive to the total situation. There is no other one-volume interpretation of Vatican II which is as balanced and comprehensive as this book.” —Gregory Baum, O.S.A., St. Michael’s College, Toronto $4.75

Intellectual Honesty and Religious Commitment
edited by ARTHUR J. BELLINZONI, Jr. and THOMAS V. LITZENBURG, Jr. Is religion an escape from, or a solution to, the dilemmas of reason? Four distinguished thinkers—Richard R. Niebuhr, William Alston, Michael Novak, and Henry Aiken—confront this and other aspects of the tension between faith and reason. $1.95

Jerusalem in the Time of Jesus
by JOACHIM JEREMIAS A world-renowned authority on the Jewish background of the New Testament draws on all available sources, including his own personal knowledge, to explore in rich detail the economic circumstances and social conditions of Old Jerusalem. $9.00

New Testament Questions of Today
by ERNST KÄSEMANN, translated by W. J. Montague. Here are fifteen thought-provoking essays by a leading scholar, some exegetical studies on key New Testament themes, others critical reflections on the state of affairs in contemporary research and church life. $6.75

FACET BOOKS

Christian Interpretations of the Civil War
by WILLIAM A. CLEBSCH An unusually searching essay which explores the theological dimensions of this crucial event in America’s national experience and self-understanding. 85¢

Darwinism Comes to America
by BERT JAMES LOEWEBERG The collision between evolutionism and traditional American assumptions is masterfully set forth in this portrayal of the last half of the 19th century. 85¢

BIBLICAL SCHOLARSHIP SERIES

What Is Form Criticism?
by EDGAR V. McKNIGHT A study intended to help laymen understand one of the basic tools of 20th century biblical research. $2.25

What Is Redaction Criticism?
by NORMAN PERRIN With lively style and technical expertise, a ranking scholar explores the implications of this new discipline. $2.25

The Age of the Person
by DIETRICH VON OPPEN, translated by Frank Clarke with a foreword by James Luther Adams. A revolutionary study which debunks gloomy prophecies about modern society, vigorously arguing that ours is truly an age of personal freedom and fulfillment. $5.50

Miracles in Dispute
by ERNST and MARIE-LUISE KELLER A comprehensive introduction to an age-old controversy, including fresh new possibilities for interpretation based on modern science. $4.95

from FORTRESS PRESS

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19129
SECTION MEETINGS (cont’d)

BIBLICAL LITERATURE

Ballroom F

Presiding: John Priest, Florida State University

Moshe Greenberg, University of Pennsylvania
“Preliminary Considerations to a New Study of the Book of Exodus” 9:00 A.M.

Jay A. Wilcoxen, University of Chicago
“The Sheepshearing Festivity in Old Testament Literature” 9:30 A.M.

John A. Bailey, University of Michigan
“Genesis 2-3 and the Gilgamesh Epic” 10:00 A.M.

Martin Kessler, Clarkson College of Technology
“A New Approach to Hebrew Narrative” 10:30 A.M.

ETHICS

Concord Suite

Presiding: John B. Orr, University of Southern California

Theme: Emergent Forms of Religious Ethics

John B. Orr, University of Southern California
“Emergent Forms of Religious Ethics” 9:00 A.M.

Roland Delattre, Miami University of Ohio
“Beauty and Politics: Toward a Theological Anthropology” 10:15 A.M.
New from Harcourt, Brace & World

JESUS IN HISTORY
An Approach to the Study of the Gospels
HOWARD CLARK KEE, Bryn Mawr College

This stimulating new work is an introduction to the study of Jesus as an historical person and to the critical methods of analyzing and evaluating the information available about Jesus. Incorporating recent scholarship on both Christian and non-Christian sources and reflecting current trends in Bible study, Jesus in History orients the student to the development of the gospel tradition, to the specific intentions and historical perspectives of each gospel writer, and to the critical and historical methods for achieving a scholarly understanding of the gospels.

Paperbound. 256 pages, $3.25 (probable)
Publication: January 1970
Prepublication copies available in October

Now available in a Harvest edition

THE SACRED AND THE PROFANE
The Nature of Religion
MIRCEA ELIADE, University of Chicago
Translated by Willard Trask

In a book of great originality and scholarship, a noted historian of religion traces manifestations of the sacred—from primitive to modern times—in terms of space, time, nature and the cosmos, and life itself. He shows how the total human experience of the religious man compares to that of the nonreligious, and observes that even moderns who proclaim themselves to live in a completely profane world are still unconsciously nourished by the memory of the sacred, in camouflaged myths and degenerated rituals.

Paperbound. 256 pages. $1.75
A Harvest Book

Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.
New York / Chicago / San Francisco / Atlanta
SECTION MEETINGS (cont’d)

HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY

Library Suite

9:00—11:45 A.M.

Presiding: John E. Booty, Episcopal Theological Seminary

Theme: Christianity and Culture in Post-Reformation England

James T. Johnson, Douglass College, Rutgers University

“The Marriage Covenant in Early Seventeenth Century English Puritanism”

Charles Wellborn, Florida State University

“Gerrard Winstanley: Marxist or Christian Mystic?”

W. D. White, St. Andrews Presbyterian College

“Pulpit and Pew in the Victorian Age: John Henry Newman’s Critique of Popular Preaching”

Respondents: John Dykstra Eusden, Williams College
Glenn Stassen, Younger Scholar, National Endowment for the Humanities
Eugene R. Fairweather, University of Toronto

HISTORY OF JUDAISM (Middle Ages)

Ballroom C

9:00—11:45 A.M.

Presiding: Leon A. Feldman, Rutgers University

Frederick P. Bargebuhr, University of Iowa

“Jewish Secularism in Moorish Spain and its Religious Background”

Vincent Cantarino, University of Texas

“God and the Natural in Ibn Gabirol”

Leon A. Feldman, Rutgers University

“The Commentaries on the Legends of the Talmud by Solomon ibn Adret (Rashba; newly discovered manuscripts)”
New Essays on Religious Language
Edited by DALLAS M. HIGH, Associate Professor of Philosophy and Religion, Hiram College. Contemporary philosophers and theologians offer original and important examples of the pervasive influence of "linguistic" or "conceptual" analysis upon the discussion of basic religious questions. "Though they represent a variety of viewpoints, [these essays] share a common philosophical method and a common interest in religion, and make a helpful contribution to the current discussions over religious language." — JOHN MACQUARRIE
Cloth, $5.00. Paper, $1.95

The Knowledge of Things Hoped For
THE SENSE OF THEOLOGICAL DISCOURSE
By ROBERT W. JENSON, Professor of Systematic Theology, Lutheran Theological Seminary, Gettysburg. "The first and only major work that analyzes the logic of the language of hope. . . . Jenson moves into the sphere of the Continental 'theology of the future' with the Anglo-Saxon tools of logical and linguistic analysis [and] . . . takes the best of both worlds into an imaginative synthesis of his own." — CARL E. BRAATEN
$5.75

The First Christian Century
CERTAINTIES AND UNCERTAINTIES
By SAMUEL SANDMEL, Distinguished Service Professor of Bible and Hellenistic Literature, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion. In a scholarly, human document, the author objectively delineates "what is known for certain and what remains uncertain" in the accumulated research on Christianity's rise and separation from Judaism. Dr. Sandmel assesses the significance of surviving literatures and summarizes his own stand on major issues of New Testament scholarship.
$6.00

At your bookseller

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
SECTION MEETINGS (cont’d)

Norbert Samuelson, Princeton University
“The Problem of Free Will in Maimonides, Gersonides and Aquinas”

Frank Talmage, University of Toronto
“The Critique of the New Testament in Medieval Hebrew Literature”

Gerald J. Blidstein, Temple University
“The Representative of the Community in Rabbinic Prayer”

PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION AND THEOLOGY

Ballroom A

9:00—11:45 A.M.

Presiding: Van A. Harvey, University of Pennsylvania

Kai Nielsen, New York University
“Philosophy of Religion and Theology”

James W. McClendon, Temple University, and
James M. Smith, Fresno State College
“Theological Dialogue: A Problem for Philosophy”

Paul Holmer, Yale University
“Philosophical Criticism and Theology”

ROMAN CATHOLIC STUDIES

Ballroom D—E

Presiding: Frederick Sontag, Pomona College

David Burrell, University of Notre Dame
“Prayer as the Language of Soul”

James Burtchaell, University of Notre Dame
“Prayer and the Problems of Transcendence”
Synopticon
The Verbal Agreement between the Greek Texts of Matthew, Mark and Luke Contextually Exhibited
WILLIAM R. FARMER
Professor of New Testament Studies
Perkins School of Theology, Southern Methodist University

An objective reference work for synoptic studies showing by the use of colors how passages in each of the three gospels, Matthew, Mark and Luke, correspond with passages in the others.

Designed to supplement existing aids to Gospel studies, this Synopticon will be valuable to New Testament scholars, advanced students of theology, and clergymen interested in the careful study of the Gospels in Greek.

$32.50

Catholic Theories of Biblical Inspiration
1810 to the Present: A Review and Critique
JAMES T. BURTCHAELL
Chairman, Department of Theology, University of Notre Dame

A study of the fiercely argued controversy over the question of biblical inspiration and inerrancy, beginning with the foundation of the Catholic Tübingen school in 1810. The debate was abruptly checked in 1907 by papal condemnation of "modernism": only in the last two decades has it resumed, with a few fresh theories but mostly by the resurrection of well-used ideas.

Father Burtchaell concludes with a critique of his own, arguing that much of the present theorizing by Catholics on the subject of inspiration is only a hesitant presentation of ideas that were more boldly advanced by progressive thinkers a century ago. In their stead he offers his own construct of inspiration—and of incarnation.

$9.50
THE ACADEMIC STUDY OF RELIGION  

Ballroom H

PRESIDING:  David A. Fee, South Dakota State University
William Hamilton, New College, Florida  
“2001 and All That: Some Futuristic Notes on the Teaching of Religion”
Thomas T. Love, San Fernando Valley State College  
“Religious Studies in the California State College System”
J. Stanley Barlow, Columbia University  
“An Approach to a Perennial Problem: The Introduction to Religion Course”

PRESIDENTIAL LUNCHEON  

Ballroom D—E

12:15—2:00 P.M.

PRESIDING:  J. Wesley Robb, University of Southern California
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS: Jacob Neusner, Brown University  
“Graduate Studies in Judaica: Problems and Prospects”

SECTiON MEETINGS

ART, LITERATURE AND RELIGION  

Ballroom G

2:30—4:30 P.M.

PRESIDING:  Gabriel Vahanian, Syracuse University
David L. Miller, Syracuse University  
“The Kingdom of Play: Some Old Theological Light from Recent Literature”
Anthony C. Yu, University of Chicago  
“The Tragic Theology of PROMETHEUS BOUND”
Richard A. Underwood, Hartford Seminary Foundation  
“Eschatological Nudity: Body, Soul and the New Sensibility”
RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD

S. VERNON McCASLAND, University of Virginia, GRACE E. CAIRNS, Florida State University, and DAVID C. YU, Temple Buell College
Random House, 1969; 750 pages; $8.50

This collaboration by experts in three areas—Biblical studies, Indian, and East Asian religions—provides an in-depth coverage of world religions. Heavily illustrated, the survey presents both present-day religions and those ancient religions that influenced the development of contemporary belief. The structure of the book is based upon a phenomenological grouping into families to be compared or contrasted, and emphasis is placed on the role of history, geography and general culture in man’s religions.

A HISTORY OF THE JEWS
Fifth Edition, Revised and Enlarged

ABRAM LEON SACHAR
Knopf, 1967; 510 pages; 4 maps; $4.95 paperbound

A complete history of thirty centuries of Judaism, written in the highest tradition of historical scholarship. This classic one-volume work interweaves religious and philosophical factors with the social, political and economic background of Jewish life.

THE BUDDHIST TRADITION
In India, China and Japan

Edited by WM. THEODORE deBARY, Columbia University
1969; 480 pages; $2.45 paperbound

These selected excerpts from basic Buddhist writings, presented with introductions and commentaries by leading authorities, show how the spiritual message of Buddha found expression in different historical and cultural circumstances.
SECTION MEETINGS (cont’d)

ASIAN RELIGIONS AND HISTORY OF RELIGIONS  
**Ballroom B**  
2:30—4:30 P.M.

**Presiding:** Joseph M. Kitagawa, University of Chicago

**Theme:** Methodological Approaches (cont’d)

Newell S. Booth, Jr., Miami University of Ohio  
"African Traditional Religion: A Challenge to the Historian of Religion"

H. Byron Earhart, Western Michigan University  
"Methodological Questions in the Study of the New Religions in Japan"

Panel discussion involving Professors Frazier, Penner, Ricketts, Baird, Booth and Earhart.

BIBLICAL LITERATURE  
**Ballroom F**

**Presiding:** Lee Keck, Vanderbilt University

Norman Perrin, University of Chicago  
"The Literary ‘Gattung Gospel’: Some Observations"  
2:30 P.M.

Howard Clark Kee, Bryn Mawr College  
"Hellenistic Models for Representation of Jesus in the Gospels"  
3:00 P.M.

Charles H. Talbert, Wake Forest University  
"An Analysis of the Architecture of John 1:19-5:47"  
3:30 P.M.

Howard M. Teeple, Chicago State College  
"The Oral Tradition that Never Existed"  
4:00 P.M.
New and forthcoming

MARSHALL W. BALDWIN, Editor

Christianity Through the Thirteenth Century

Selected documents illustrate "the features most characteristic of Christianity" in four periods: the early patristic age, the Carolingian age, the central Middle Ages (900–1150), and the high Middle Ages (1150–1300).

(January) *HR/1468 $3.95

EDWARD CONZE

Buddhist Meditation

“Meditational practices constitute the very core of the Buddhist approach to life. . . . As prayer in Christianity, so meditation is here the very heartbeat of the religion.”—EDWARD CONZE, in the Introduction

TB/1442 $1.60

DESIDERIUS ERASMUS

Erasmus and His Age

Selected Letters

Edited by Hans J. Hillerbrand; translated by Marcus A. Haworth

“An indispensable source both for [Erasmus’] life and for his time. . . . These letters constitute one of the most important documents of the sixteenth century.”—HANS J. HILLERBRAND, in the Introduction

(January) TB/1461 $2.45 (t.)

THEODOR H. GASTER, Translator

The Book of Isaiah

A New Translation

“This translation . . . seeks to present the Hebrew prophet in an idiom which will convey the full imagery of the original phrases . . . reproduce the lilt and rhythm of his verses.”—THEODOR H. GASTER

(January) TB/1390 $1.25

ABRAHAM J. HESCHEL

The Prophets

An Introduction

“A brilliant study of the Hebrew prophets, one of the most penetrating works of biblical scholarship to appear in our time.”—WILL HERBERG. “It is fresh and vivid, alive and perceptive, aflame with prophetic passion, yet scholarly and informed.”—JAMES MUILENBURG

TB/1421 $1.75

BLAISE PASCAL

Pensées

Translated by Martin Turnell

The grandeur of poetic utterance in Pascal finds again and again in Turnell's translation a perfect English equivalent in terms of sound and rhythm. A Perennial Library Book.

P/3090 $1.60

PIERRE TEILHARD DE CHARDIN

Hymn of the Universe

“They are as close to modern psalms as one could come; and close too to the poetry of Donne or Hopkins or the meditations of some of the medieval mystics, except that they encompass also the world of science.”—Book-of-the-Month Club News. A Harper Colophon Book.

(December) CN/173 $1.60

HENRY P. VAN DUSEN

Dag Hammarskjöld

The Man and His Faith

“A penetrating and illuminating study . . . the inner core of the man. Dr. Van Dusen has carefully correlated Hammarskjöld’s spiritual journal, Markings, with the outward events of his life.”—ANNE MORROW LINDBERGH. A Harper Colophon Book.

CN/160 $1.95


Complete catalog of Harper Torchbooks [696 volumes now in print] available on request from Dept. 51, HARPER & ROW, Publishers, 49 E. 33d St., New York, N. Y. 10016
SECTION MEETINGS (cont’d)

ETHICS

Concord Suite

Presiding: John P. Crossley, Jr., Hastings College

Theme: Emergent Forms of Religious Ethics—Analytic Approaches

John P. Reeder, Jr., Princeton University
“Morality and Religious Belief: Is There a ‘Christian’ Ethic?”
2:30 P.M.

Lonnie Kliever, University of Windsor, Ontario
“Moral Argument in the New Morality”
3:30 P.M.

HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY

Library Suite

Presiding: Samuel J. Miller, Boston College

Theme: Church and Culture, High Middle Ages to Renaissance

Charles N. Foshee, Marietta College
“Curricular Controversy at the University of Paris: Bonaventure’s DE REDUCTIONE”

Robert G. Kleinhans, Saint Xavier College
“Humanism and the Reformation: Luther and Erasmus—A Case Study”

Respondent: Cyriac K. Pullapilly, Middlebury College

HISTORY OF JUDAISM

Tour of Harvard Judaica Library

Presiding: Charles Berlin, Harvard University

2:30—4:30 P.M.
Come see our new books at the Macmillan booth
Order them now, or buy them later from your dealer

THE CATHOLIC CASE FOR CONTRACEPTION
Edited by Daniel Callahan
Hardcover $4.95 Paperback $1.45

THE OXFORD CONSPIRATORS
A History of the Oxford Movement 1833-1845
Marvin R. O'Connell
$9.95

A SEARCH FOR GOD IN TIME AND MEMORY
John S. Dunne
$6.95

THE CHRISTIAN-MARXIST DIALOGUE
Paul Oestreicher
Hardcover $6.95 Paperback $1.95

A PUNISHMENT FOR PEACE
Philip Berrigan, S.S.J.
$4.95

ON DEATH AND DYING
Elisabeth K. Ross
$5.95

A CHURCH WITHOUT PRIESTS?
Jacques Duquesne
$5.95

WILD TONGUES
A Handbook of Social Pathology
Franklin H. Littell
Hardcover $5.95 Paperback $1.95

THREE TWENTIETH-CENTURY JEWISH PHILOSOPHERS
Buber, Rosenzweig, and Shestov
Edited by Bernard Martin
Hardcover $6.95 Paperback $1.95

ON NOT LEAVING IT TO THE SNAKE
Harvey Cox
Paperback $1.45

MAHAYANA BUDDHISM
A Brief Outline
Beatrice Lane Suzuki
Paperback $1.45

THE PEASANT OF THE GARONNE
Jacques Maritain
Paperback $1.95

THE DELTA MINISTRY
Bruce Hilton
Hardcover $4.95 Paperback $1.95

THE HISTORIAN AND THE BELIEVER
The Morality of Historical Knowledge and Christian Belief
Van A. Harvey
Paperback $2.95

FOUR PROPHETS
Amos, Hosea, Micah, Isaiah 1-39
Translated by J. B. Phillips
Paperback $1.45

THE TWO HANDS OF GOD
The Myths of Polarity
Alan W. Watts
Paperback $1.50

NEW THEOLOGY No. 6
Edited by Martin E. Marty and Dean G. Peerman
Paperback $1.95

CHRISTUS VICTOR
An Historical Study of the Three Main Types of the idea of Atonement
Gustaf Aulen
With a new Introduction by Jaroslav Pelikan
Paperback $1.95

REVELATION AS HISTORY
Edited by Wolfhart Pannenberg
Translated from the German by David Granskou
Paperback $1.95

THE NON-VIOLENT CROSS
A Theology of Revolution and Peace
James W. Douglass
Paperback $1.95

MYSTICISM: Christian and Buddhist
The Eastern and the Western Way
D. T. Suzuki
Paperback $1.45

INTRODUCTION TO THE PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION
James F. Ross
Paperback $1.95

DEATH AND ITS MYSTERIES
Ignace Lepp
Paperback $1.95

PHILOSOPHY TODAY No. 2
Edited by Jerry H. Gill
Paperback $1.95

ALPHA—THE MYTHS OF CREATION
Charles H. Long
Paperback $1.50
SECTION MEETINGS (cont’d)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24

PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION AND THEOLOGY

Ballroom A

2:30—4:30 P.M.

Presiding: Howard Burkle, Grinnell College

William Beardslee, Emory University

“Hope and the Future in Whiteheadian Philosophy and in Biblical Eschatology”

Hiroshi Obayashi, Douglass College, Rutgers University

“Pannenberg and Troeltsch: History and Religion”

ROMAN CATHOLIC STUDIES

Ballroom C

2:30 P.M.

Presiding: Lawrence Cunningham, Florida State University

Frederick Sontag, Pomona College

“The Visible and Invisible Roman Catholic”

Eugene Bianchi, Emory University

“The Clash of Worldviews in Contemporary Catholicism”

THE ACADEMIC STUDY OF RELIGION

Ballroom H

2:30—4:30 P.M.

Presiding: Robert A. Spivey, Florida State University

Theme: The Study of Religion in the Public Schools

David W. Miller, Department of Public Instruction, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
John Whitney, Pennsylvania State University
Claude Welch, University of Pennsylvania

“The Pennsylvania Projects: the Literature of Western and Eastern Religions”

Robert A. Spivey, Florida State University

“The Florida Social Studies Curriculum Project”

Thomas Kraabel, University of Michigan

“The Training of Teachers for the Study of Religion in Public Schools”

Thayer Warshaw, Newton High School, Newton, Massachusetts

“The Use of the Bible in Literature Courses”
SIGNIFICANT TO RELIGION

READINGS IN THE SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION
Edited by JOAN BROTHERS, University of London

Featuring a collection of important articles from American and European sources, this volume presents a balanced view of the sociology of religion as a discipline in itself. Concentrating on recent theories and studies, the various works in this book analyze the meaning of the sociology of religion and evaluate its significance in sociological thought.
1967, 256 pp., $4.50

LEARNING TO GIVE
As Part of Religious Education
By KEN RUSSELL and JOAN TOOKE, City of Leicester College of Education

1967, 192 pp., $5.50

TOMORROW IS TODAY
By JORG ZINK

Profusely illustrated with photographs, this volume for teenagers depicts the relevance of the Christian faith to the decisions and choices of today.
1968, 118 pp., $6.00

THEORIA TO THEORY (A quarterly journal).
Bridges the gap between Scientific and Religious Thinking.

Some Features from Recent and Coming Issues:

A “Must” for Librarians, Educators, Colleges, Seminaries:
Important, original, timely dialogue between theologians and secular scientists, philosophers, humanists . . . New modes of analysis without surrendering to any methodology . . . Contemporary religious thinking with regard for tradition . . . Clarity without superficiality.

Edited by the Epiphany Philosophers, England.

Other Journals by Pergamon: Moral Education; Applied Social Studies; Comparative Education & Social Science.

WRITE:

PERGAMON PUBLISHING COMPANY
A DIVISION OF PERGAMON PRESS, INC.
MAXWELL HOUSE, FAIRVIEW PARK, ELMSFORD, N.Y. 10523
207 QUEENS QuAY WEST, TORONTO 117, CANADA
LIBRERIA BRITANICA 5A VILLALONGIN 32, MEXICO D. F.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
Ballroom D—E
5:00 P.M.

University of Chicago reception
6:00 P.M.

PLENARY SESSION
Ballroom A—E
8:00 P.M.

Presiding: Gabriel Vahanian, Syracuse University

Address: Denis de Rougemont
“Love: the Story of a Heresy”
important
new contributions
to the study of
contemporary theology
from Bobbs-Merrill

NAMING THE WHIRLWIND:
The Renewal of God-Language
by LANGDON GILKEY

Beginning with a thorough survey of the recent history of western ideas about religion, Gilkey goes beyond analysis of the thought of Hamilton, Van Buren, Altizer and Rubenstein, to spell out the shape of a theology that is both secular and Christian, a theology that finds its roots in the mood and spirit of modern man but which at the same time argues for the relevance, even the necessity of theological discourse about the transcendent, about God.

"... the book is not primarily an introduction to radical theology, though it is also that; it is a studied answer to that theology, if it is anything at all."

—LANGDON GILKEY, March 1969

August 1969 208 pp. Paper $2.75 Cloth $7.50

forthcoming

WITH SOME CRIMINALITY:
Theology after Freud
by PETER HOMANS

"... one has to become a bad fellow ... to transcend the rules ... sacrifice oneself ... without some such criminality there is no real achievement."—Sigmund Freud

Peter Homans's stunningly original study "transcends the rules" of theology and psychoanalysis, bringing new insights, new dimensions, new perspectives to the interplay between the two. His purpose is to explore the way theology, in defining itself, distinguishes itself from psychoanalysis; the possibility of different understandings of psychoanalysis which such a distinction raises; and the part psychoanalysis has to play in what theologians call the process of secularization.

"... exhibits far more philosophical and methodological sophistication than any book I can think of published in America recently that deals with the area of encounter between religion, theology, culture, and society."

—RICHARD A. UNDERWOOD,
Hartford Seminary Foundation

Breakfast for United Presbyterian Religion Professors and others who teach at United Presbyterian-Related Colleges

**PLENARY SESSION**

*Ballroom D—E*

**PRESIDING:** Van A. Harvey, University of Pennsylvania

**PANELISTS:**
- Stephen D. Crites, Wesleyan University
- Richard R. Niebuhr, Harvard University
- James F. Ross, University of Pennsylvania
  
  "The Relation of Philosophy and Theology"

**COUNCIL ON GRADUATE STUDIES IN RELIGION**

*Lexington Suite*

**10:30 A.M.—3:30 P.M.**

**SECTION MEETINGS**

**ART, LITERATURE AND RELIGION**

*Ballroom G*

**PRESIDING:**
- Gabriel Vahanian, Syracuse University
  - Richard E. Sherrell, National Council of Churches
  
  "Theological Possibilities in the Avant-Garde French Theatre"
Allyn and Bacon, Inc.

Judaism and Christianity: Perspectives and Traditions
Luther H. Harshbarger and John A. Mourant, both of The Pennsylvania State University.
Designed for courses in Religions of the West, comparative religion, history of religion and religion in America. The authors' aim is to enable the reader to gain a deeper appreciation of the basic issues and ideas that have emerged within the Jewish and Christian traditions in the history of western religion. Religion is treated comparatively in an historical context. No prerequisite readings are assumed. 1968. 6x9. 480 pp.

Old Testament Life and Literature
Gerald A. Larue, University of Southern California, Los Angeles. Deals with biblical literature and religious thought in terms of the history of Palestine and in the context of the ancient near Eastern world. Written without strong theological bias, for the undergraduate, this book includes an analysis of all of the books of the Old Testament and the Apocrypha. It is designed to be used in conjunction with the Bible; marginal notations refer to passages that must be read for proper understanding of the text. Extensive use is made of information coming from archeological and linguistic studies. 1968. 7x10. 513 pp.

God's Word to Israel
Joseph Jensen, O.S.B., The Catholic University of America. Designed for introductory Catholic college courses, this new book introduces the student to the central message of the Old Testament, enables him to read it with understanding, acquaints him with the principal study tools, and lays a foundation for later theology courses. The individual books of the Old Testament are treated against their historical backgrounds, while the overall approach through salvation-history gives maximum unity and emphasizes the theological content. The Psalms are discussed in the light of their Old Testament liturgical background and modern Form Criticism. 1968. 5x8. paperbound. 314 pp.

Problems and Perspectives in the Philosophy of Religion
George I. Mavrodes, The University of Michigan; Stuart C. Hackett, Wheaton College. Designed for general courses in Philosophy and Religion, this anthology presents selections on the relationship between philosophy and religion, proofs of the existence of God (and criticisms), religious experience, mysticism, the meaningfulness of religious language, and the questions of death and immortality. It includes selections from oriental philosophy of religion, both ancient and modern, and a wide range of authors—ancient to contemporary—representing every major philosophical viewpoint. 1967. 5x8. 492 pp.

for further information
write to: Allyn and Bacon, Inc.
470 Atlantic Avenue, Boston,
Massachusetts 02210
SECTION MEETINGS (cont’d)

ASIAN RELIGIONS AND HISTORY OF RELIGIONS  
Ballroom B 11:00 A.M.—12:30 P.M.

Presiding: Willard G. Oxtoby, Yale University

Theme: Religion and Contemporary Society

Willem A. Bijlefeld, Hartford Seminary Foundation
“The Impact of Traditional Religion and Western Secularism on Islam in West Africa”

Noel O. King, Merrill College, University of California
“The Confluence of Religions in Uganda (East Africa)”

BIBLICAL LITERATURE  
Ballroom F

Presiding: Howard Kee, Bryn Mawr College

Birger A. Pearson, University of California, Santa Barbara 11:00 A.M.
“I Thess. 2.13-16 as a Deutero-Pauline Interpolation”

Herold Weiss 11:30 A.M.
“Law in the Epistle to the Colossians”

Ira Jay Martin, III, Berea College 12:00 Noon
“The Journey of Paul according to His Epistles”

ETHICS  
Concord Suite

Presiding: Bruce Morgan, Amherst College

Theme: Emergent Forms of Religious Ethics—Moral Psychology

William May, University of Southern California 11:00 A.M.
“We are all Beautiful. We are all God.”
METAPHYSICS AND RELIGIOUS LANGUAGE
Frank B. Dilley
Undertakes to show the rootedness of metaphysics in faith, the involvement of a faith in metaphysics. Rather than simply claiming this relationship, he illustrates it through a full-fledged examination of the nature of metaphysical thinking. His survey indicates the convergence of a number of investigations, theological and philosophical, pointing inescapably to a "root metaphor" theory of metaphysics.

MORAVIANS IN TWO WORLDS
Gillian Lindt Gollin
"(Gollin), a non-Moravian sociologist, has fruitfully brought the outlook and techniques of her discipline to bear on the extensive historical material preserved by the Moravian Church in its Bethlehem archives..."—American Historical Review.
"...this study is a memorable tour-de-force in economic ethics, and as such, useful for scholars in the field of religion."—American Sociological Review.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS, 440 West 110th Street New York, N.Y. 10025
Address for orders: 136 South Broadway, Irvington, N.Y. 10533
SECTION MEETINGS (cont’d)

HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY

Library Suite

11:00 A.M.-12:30 P.M.

Presiding: Donald G. Mathews, University of North Carolina

Theme: Afro-American Christianity

John R. Crawford, Universite Libre du Congo

“Cultures in Conflict: Protestant Christianity in the Congo”

John F. Piper, Jr., Lycoming College

“White Churches and Black Men in World War I: Some Episodes”

Respondent: Robert T. Handy, Union Theological Seminary, New York

PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION AND THEOLOGY

Ballroom A

11:00 A.M.—12:30 P.M.

Presiding: Van A. Harvey, University of Pennsylvania

Bowman Clarke, University of Georgia

“The Relation of Theology to Philosophy”

ROMAN CATHOLIC STUDIES

Ballroom C

11:00 A.M.—12:30 P.M.

Presiding: Michael Novak, S. U. N. Y. at Old Westbury

Robert McDermott, Manhattanville College

“The Logic of Agape”
A JOURNAL OF CHURCH AND STATE

The only scholarly journal expressly concerned with what has been called “the greatest subject in the history of the West,” A JOURNAL OF CHURCH AND STATE seeks to stimulate interest, dialogue, research, and publication in the broad area of church and state relations. JCS features provocative articles and editorials, reviews of significant books, case studies, a list of recent doctoral dissertations, key documents, and texts of important court decisions related to church and state. A regular feature of each issue, “Notes on Church-State Affairs,” covers major developments in church and state in the United States and overseas.

THE SPRING 1969 ISSUE INCLUDES

Editorial: Churches and Tax Exemption ................................................................. James E. Wood, Jr.
Christianity and Other Religions in a Changing World Situation .............................. Ernst Benz
Human Rights Priorities and Indian Religious Thought ........................................... Robert D. Baird
The Ideal Social Order in the Arab World, 1800-1968 ...................................... Isma’il R. al Faruqi
Towards Justice and Peace in International Affairs

Teaching about Religion in the Public Schools: New Ventures in Public Education

World Council of Churches–Uppsala 1968

The Congregationalist Origins of American Pluralism ........................................ Darryl B. Baskin
A Test of Religious Liberty: The Ministry Land Case in Narrangansett, 1668-1752

Charles E. Clark

ORDER FORM

A Journal of CHURCH AND STATE
Box 341, Baylor University
Waco, Texas 76703

Published three times a year: Winter, Spring, and Autumn. Subscription: $5.00 per year. Single copy $2.00.

Please enter my subscription to A JOURNAL OF CHURCH AND STATE beginning with the current volume.

Name .................................................................................................................. Street ....................................
City .................................................................................................................. State or country ..................

☐ Check enclosed ☐ Bill me
SECTION MEETINGS (cont’d)

ACADEMIC STUDY OF RELIGION

Presiding: David A. Fee, South Dakota State University

Symposium on Unstructured Learning

Robert N. Bellah, University of California, Berkeley
Harvey Cox, Harvard University
Randy Huntsberry, Wesleyan University
Herbert W. Richardson, St. Michael’s College, Toronto
Philip E. Slater, Brandeis University

“What ELSE Are We Teaching? or How Context Shapes Content”

LUNCHEON

Ballroom E

(Reservations must be made by Friday noon)

SECTION MEETINGS

ART, LITERATURE AND RELIGION

Presiding: Gabriel Vahanian, Syracuse University

Dan O. Via, Jr., University of Virginia

“Law and Grace in Styron’s SET THIS HOUSE ON FIRE”

George C. Bedell, Florida State University

“Dilsey as the Heroine of Faith”

Cora Brady, Manhattanville College

“Man’s Self-discovery in Origen’s Homilies on Numbers”

John S. Reist, Jr., North Central College

“The Standing or Falling Christ: Dramatic Tension or Inertia in PARADISE REGAINED”
ASIAN RELIGIONS AND HISTORY OF RELIGION

Theme: Religion and Contemporary Society (cont'd)

Donald H. Bishop, Washington State University
"Contemporary Vedanta in Thought and Practice: The Ramakrishna Movement"

Fred W. Clothey, Boston University
"Pilgrim Centers in the Tamil Cultus of Murugan"

Wi Jo Kang, Concordia Seminary
"Won Buddhism in Korea"

Wilbur M. Fridell, University of California, Santa Barbara
"Bass-Notes in the Study of Japanese Religion"

Panel discussion involving Professors Bijlefeld, King, Bishop, Clothey, Kang and Fridell.

BIBLICAL LITERATURE

Norman Habel, Concordia Seminary
"Kingdom of God and Son of Man in Daniel 7"

W. Sibley Towner, Yale University
"Retributional Theology in the Apocalyptic Setting"

Lawrence E. Toombs, Waterloo Lutheran University, Ontario
"The Jerusalem Crisis—A Study in Syncretism"

James G. Williams, Syracuse University
"Irony and Mystery in Job, or Who Has the Last Laugh?"

Gary W. Martin, University of Miami, Florida
"The Pre-Literary History of the Job Legend"

H. J. Tichy, Herbert H. Lehman College
"The Style of the Book of Jonah as a Guide to Interpretation"
SECTION MEETINGS (cont’d)

ETHICS

Concord Suite

Presiding: Roland Delattre, Miami University

Theme: Emergent Forms of Religious Ethics—Phenomenological Approaches

John P. Crossley, Jr., Hastings College
"The Creation, Role, and Renewal of Personified Models in Christian Ethics"
1:30 P.M.

Bruce Morgan, Amherst College
"Vocation of Monk and Layman: Signs of Change in Thai Buddhist Ethics"
2:30 P.M.

Joseph Stamey, McMurry College
"The Emerging Ethic: Religious, Non-Religious, or Anti-Religious?"
3:30 P.M.

HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY

Library Suite 1:30—4:30 P.M.

Presiding: William R. Hutchison, Harvard University

Theme: Civil Religion in America

John F. Wilson, Princeton University
"What is the Status of Civil Religion in America?"

Conrad Cherry, Pennsylvania State University
"American Sacred Ceremonies: Their Implications for the Historian of American Religion"

Robert Michaelsen, University of California, Santa Barbara
"Americanization: Sacred or Profane Phenomenon?"

Respondents: Sidney E. Mead, University of Iowa
Philip E. Hammond, University of Wisconsin
SECTION MEETINGS (cont’d)

HISTORY OF JUDAISM (Modern)  

Ballroom C  

1:30—4:30 P.M.

Presiding: Daniel Jeremy Silver, The Temple, Cleveland

Herbert Bronstein, Colgate University  

Maurice Friedman, Temple University  
“Creation, Revelation, and Redemption in Martin Buber’s Thought”

Gershom Greenberg, Dartmouth College  
“The Samuel Hirsch-Salomon Formerstecher Controversy”

Moshe Pelli, University of Texas  
“The First Reform Temple Controversy”

Daniel Jeremy Silver, The Temple, Cleveland  
“The Authority of Jewish Preaching”

Melvin I. Urofsky, S.U.N.Y. at Albany  

Bernard Martin, Case Western Reserve University  
“Franz Rosenzweig on Judaism and Christianity”

PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION AND THEOLOGY  

Ballroom A  

1:30—4:30 P.M.

Presiding: Dallas M. High, University of Kentucky

Paul van Buren, Temple University  
“Theology and Philosophy of Religion from the Perspective of Religious Thought”

William D. Dean, Gustavus Adolphus College  
“Can Revelation be Understood both as Relative and as Datum for Ontological Generalization?”

Leroy T. Howe, Southern Methodist University  
“Theology and its Philosophical Commitments”
SECTION MEETINGS (cont’d)

RELIGION AND THE SOCIAL SCIENCES  
Ballroom E  
2:15—4:30 P.M.

Presiding: Samuel Z. Klausner, University of Pennsylvania

Theme: Values and Society

William E. Phipps, Davis and Elkins College  
“‘Universal’ Values and Empirical Anthropology”

Richard K. Morton, Jacksonville University  
“The Social Reconstruction of Ethical Categories”

ROMAN CATHOLIC STUDIES  
Ballroom D

Presiding: Geoffrey Wood, Bucknell University

Gerard A. Vanderhaar  
“The Revelation of God in the History of Mankind”

Rudolf J. Siebert, Western Michigan University  
“Catholicism in 2001: A Methodology of Historical Initiative”

Charles McGrath, Le Moyne College  
“The Dominance of Dogma”
SECTION MEETINGS (cont'd)

ACADEMIC STUDY OF RELIGION

Ballroom H

PRESIDING: Harris H. Parker, Columbia College

Joseph D. Bettis, University of Alabama
“A Phenomenological Analysis of the Study of Religion in the University”

Richard K. Morton, Jacksonville University
“Training the Modern Minister”

Daniel C. Noel, Lafayette College
“Questioning the Quiet Revolution: Professionalization or Dissent in the Religious Academy?”

SECTION BUSINESS MEETINGS; COMMITTEES

SOCIAL HOUR

Ballroom E

PLENARY SESSION WITH THE SOCIETY FOR THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF RELIGION

Sanders Theater, Harvard University

PRESIDING: Samuel Z. Klausner, University of Pennsylvania

Theme: The Scientific and Humanistic Study of Religion

Robert M. Bellah, University of California, Berkeley
“Theological and Scientific Language in the Study of Christian Tradition”

Respondent: James Burtchaell, University of Notre Dame

Werner Stark, Fordham University
“Humanistic and Scientific Knowledge of Religion: Their Social Context and Contrast”

Respondent: Kurt H. Wolff, Brandeis University
PLENARY SESSION

Ballroom D-E

9:00 A.M.

PRESIDING: Edwin S. Gaustad, University of California, Riverside
Sydney E. Ahlstrom, Yale University
“The Problem of the History of Religion in America”

GENERAL SESSION

Ballroom D-E

10:30 A.M.

PRESIDING: Claude Welch, University of Pennsylvania
Richard Rubenstein, University of Pittsburgh
“Job and Auschwitz”
Respondent: Julian N. Hartt, Yale University

SECTION MEETINGS

HISTORY OF JUDAISM (Social Science Approach)

Ballroom C

10:30 A.M.—12:30 P.M.

PRESIDING: Abraham I. Katsh, Dropsie College
Dan Ben Amos, University of Pennsylvania
“A Social Science Approach to Hasidic Messianism”
Charles Berlin, Harvard University
“Library Resources in the Field of Jewish Studies in the United States”
SECTION MEETINGS (cont’d)

Leon A. Jick, Brandeis University
“The Emergence of the American Jewish Pattern: The Impact of Social Forces on Religious Ideology and Organization”

Abraham I. Katsh, Dropsie College
“Hebraic Studies in Early America”

Eric M. Meyers, Duke University
“Jewish Burial Customs and their Relations to Beliefs in Afterlife”

PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION AND THEOLOGY  Ballroom A  10:30 A.M.—12:30 P.M.

Presiding: William Nicholls, University of British Columbia

Frank B. Dilley, University of Delaware
“Descartes’ Cosmological Argument”

Malcolm Diamond, Princeton University
“H. Richard Niebuhr on Revelation in History”

ROMAN CATHOLIC STUDIES  Ballroom F

Presiding: Eugene Fontinell, Queens College

Geoffrey Wood, Bucknell University
“Catholic Studies in Undergraduate Religion Departments”

Hugh T. McElwain, Catholic Theological Union
“The Church: Society or Movement?”
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 26

SPECIAL SECTION

**Ballroom B**

**Presiding:** Robert F. Evans, University of Pennsylvania

Winston L. King, Vanderbilt University

"Sunyata as a Master Symbol"

10:30 A.M.

John A. Hutchison, Claremont Graduate School

"Religious Experience as Vocation"

11:00 A.M.

Franklin H. Littell, Temple University

"Christians and Jews: An Unresolved Family Quarrel"

11:45 A.M.

Respondent: A. Roy Eckardt, Lehigh University

12:30 P.M.

**ADJOURNMENT**

---

**FIRST MEETING OF THE COUNCIL ON THE STUDY OF RELIGION**

12:30—4:00 P.M.

*Lexington Suite*

LIST OF ADVERTISERS

The Macmillan Co.
Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc.
Abingdon Press
Pergamon Press, Inc.
Oxford University Press
Harper & Row (Torchbooks)
Allyn & Bacon, Inc.
Columbia University Press
A Journal of Church and State
Johns Hopkins Press
Pittsburgh Theological Seminary
Westminster Press
Fortress Press
Cambridge University Press
Random House
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.

LIST OF EXHIBITORS — East Corridor

Abingdon Press (two tables)
The Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc.
Cambridge University Press
Doubleday & Company, Inc.
Fortress Press
Harper & Row (Paperback Dept.) (two tables)
KTAV Publishing House, Inc.
Oxford University Press
Seabury Press
The Macmillan Co. (two tables)
The Westminster Press (two tables)